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The geometry of the knot concordance space

TIM D COCHRAN

SHELLY HARVEY

Most of the 50 years of study of the set of knot concordance classes, C , has focused on
its structure as an abelian group. Here we take a different approach, namely we study
C as a metric space admitting many natural geometric operators. We focus especially
on the coarse geometry of satellite operators. We consider several knot concordance
spaces, corresponding to different categories of concordance, and two different
metrics. We establish the existence of quasi-n–flats for every n , implying that C
admits no quasi-isometric embedding into a finite product of (Gromov) hyperbolic
spaces. We show that every satellite operator is a quasihomomorphism P W C! C .
We show that winding number one satellite operators induce quasi-isometries with
respect to the metric induced by slice genus. We prove that strong winding number
one patterns induce isometric embeddings for certain metrics. By contrast, winding
number zero satellite operators are bounded functions and hence quasicontractions.
These results contribute to the suggestion that C is a fractal space. We establish
various other results about the large-scale geometry of arbitrary satellite operators.

20F65, 57M25, 57M27

1 Introduction

A classical knot is an embedded oriented S1 in S3 . We are interested in the “4–
dimensional” equivalence relation on knots, called concordance, due to Fox and
Milnor [15; 16]. Two knots, K0 ,! S3 � f0g and K1 ,! S3 � f1g, are concordant
if there is an annulus smoothly and properly embedded in S3 � Œ0; 1� which restricts
on its boundary to the given knots. Knot concordance is an important microcosm for
the general study of 4–dimensional manifolds; see Casson and Freedman [6]. Our
overarching goal is to discover more about the set, C , of concordance classes of knots.

Most of the 50-year history of the study of C has focused on its structure as an abelian
group under the operation of connected sum. Here we take a different approach,
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namely we study C as a metric space admitting many natural geometric operators called
satellite operations. Since the simplest example of a satellite operator is connected
sum with a fixed knot, this approach can be argued to be more general than focusing
on C as an abelian group. In particular, we address to what extent satellite operations
are isometries, quasi-isometries, self-similarities or approximate self-similarities, and
whether they are quasihomomorphisms. Moreover, it was conjectured in Cochran,
Harvey and Leidy [13] that C is a fractal space. A fractal space is a metric space that
admits systems of natural self-similarities, which in the weakest context (without a
metric) are merely injective functions; see Bartholdi, Grigorchuk and Nekrashevych
[3, Definition 3.1]. By endowing C with a metric we are able to address this conjecture
in a more meaningful way. The metrics we consider have certainly been considered
previously. However, few have considered the metric properties of satellite operators.

We will, in fact, consider four different “concordance” equivalence relations on K
(corresponding to different categories), with the sets of equivalence classes being
denoted by C , Ctop , Cex and C1=n . Here Ctop is the (usual) set of topological knot
concordance classes wherein two knots are equivalent if there exists a locally flat proper
topological embedding of an annulus into S3� Œ0; 1� which restricts on its boundary to
the given knots. Cex , short for Cexotic , is the set of equivalence classes of knots where
two are equivalent if they cobound a properly, smoothly embedded annulus in a smooth
manifold homeomorphic to S3� Œ0; 1�; that is to say they are concordant in S3� Œ0; 1�
equipped with a possibly exotic smooth structure (see Boyer [4], Sato [30, Definition 2]
and Cochran, Davis and Ray [9]). If the smooth 4–dimensional Poincaré conjecture
is true then Cex D C . Finally, for a fixed nonzero integer n, let C1=n denote the set of
equivalence classes of knots in S3 where two are equivalent if they cobound a smoothly
embedded annulus in a smooth 4–manifold that is ZŒ1=n�–homology cobordant to
S3� Œ0; 1�. For odd n it seems to be unknown whether or not C D C1=n ! For economy
we will sometimes use the notation C� to denote either �D¿ (ie C ), �D top, �D ex or
�D 1=n. Each of these is an abelian group under connected sum, with identity the class
of the trivial knot U, and where the inverse of K , denoted by �K , is the reverse of the
mirror image of K , denoted by rK . If K D 0DU in C (respectively Cex , Ctop , C1=n/
then K is called a (smooth) slice knot (respectively pseudoslice, topologically slice,
ZŒ1=n�–slice). This is equivalent to saying that K bounds a smoothly embedded disk in
a manifold diffeomorphic to B4 (respectively bounds a smoothly embedded disk in an
exotic B4 , bounds a locally flat, topologically embedded disk in B4 , bounds a smoothly
embedded disk in a smooth manifold that is ZŒ1=n�–homology equivalent to B4 ).
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In Section 2 we define a norm and a metric on a group. In Section 3, we define several
natural metrics on C� , each induced by a norm. To motivate these, consider two
strategies to measure how far a knot is from the trivial knot, which is to say how far
it is from bounding a disk in B4 . One could ask what is the least genus among all
surfaces that it does bound in B4 . Alternatively, one could ask what is the simplest
4–manifold in which it bounds an embedded 2–disk. For us, these two types will be
referred to as “slice genus norms” or “homology norms”, respectively. Specifically,
on C the most natural and well-studied norm is that given by the slice genus of K ,
kKks � gs.K/, which is the minimum genus among all compact oriented surfaces
smoothly embedded in B4 with boundary K . The homology norm, denoted by k�kH ,
is essentially the minimal ˇ2 of a certain class of 4–manifolds whose boundary is the
zero-framed surgery on K (see Section 3 for details). The homology norm is only
known to be a pseudonorm on C . One of our first results is that these two really are
quite different.

Proposition 3.19 The identity map i W .C; ds/! .C; dH / is not a quasi-isometry.

On Cex these notions yield two norms. One, k�kex , is given by the “slice genus” in
a 4–ball with a potentially exotic smooth structure. The other is the homology norm
which is a true norm on Cex . There are also analogues of these two metrics for the
other categories Ctop and C1=n but we leave the precise definitions to the body of the
paper.

In Section 4 we show the existence of quasi-n–flats for most of these metric spaces.
Recall this means:

Theorem 4.1 For each n � 1 there are subspaces of .C; ds/ and .C; dH / that are
quasi-isometric to Rn . The same holds for .Cex; d ex

s /, .Cex; d ex
H /, .C

top; d
top
s / and

.Ctop; d
top
H /.

It follows that .C; ds/ cannot be isometrically embedded in any finite product of ı–
hyperbolic spaces. We also show that every infinite cyclic subgroup of .C; ds/ is a
quasi-1–flat if and only if the stable slice genus (defined by Livingston [27]) induces a
norm (as opposed to a pseudonorm) on C˝Q.

The proposed self-similarities are classical satellite operations. Let P be a knot in a
solid torus, K be a knot in S3 and P.K/ be the satellite knot of K with pattern P.
The algebraic intersection number of P with a cross-sectional disk of the solid torus
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is called the winding number w of P . It is known that any such operator induces a
satellite operator P W C�! C� on the various sets of concordance classes of knots. The
importance of satellite operations extends beyond knot theory. Such operations have
been generalized to operations on 3– and 4–manifolds, where they produce very subtle
variations while fixing the homology type; see Harvey [18, Section 5.1]. In particular,
winding number one satellites are closely related to Mazur 4–manifolds and Akbulut
corks; see Akbulut and Kirby [1]. These can be used to alter the smooth structure on
4–manifolds (see for example Akbulut and Yasui [2]).

Satellite operators seem to almost never be homomorphisms, but the presence of a
metric allows one to ask whether they are “close to being homomorphisms”.

Definition 1.1 Suppose G is a group and A is an abelian group equipped with a
(group) norm k�k. A function f W X ! A is called a quasihomomorphism if there
exists a constant Df � 0, called the defect of f , such that, for all x; y 2X,

kf .xy/�f .x/�f .y/k �Df :

Theorem 7.1 Any satellite operator P W C! C is a quasihomorphism with respect to
either the norm given by the slice genus or the pseudonorm dH .

Moreover:

Proposition 7.3 Suppose that qW C ! R is a quasihomomorphism whose absolute
value gives a lower bound for some positive multiple of the slice genus. Then, for any
satellite operator P, the composition q ıP W C!R is a quasihomomorphism.

There are many concordance invariants, such as Levine–Tristram signatures, � , s and � ,
that provide such q .

There has been considerable interest in whether satellite operators are injective (espe-
cially in light of the fractal conjecture). For example, it is a famous open problem as
to whether or not the Whitehead double operator is weakly injective (an operator is
called weakly injective if P.K/D P.0/ implies K D 0, where 0 is the class of the
trivial knot); see Kirby [21, Problem 1.38] (see also Hedden and Kirk [19] for a survey).
In Cochran, Harvey and Leidy [13], large classes of winding number zero operators,
called “robust doubling operators” were introduced and evidence was presented for
their injectivity. It was recently shown by Cochran, Davis and Ray [9, Theorem 5.1]
that certain winding number ˙1 satellite operators, called strong winding number ˙1
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operators (see Section 5), induce injective satellite operators on Cex , Ctop and on C ,
modulo the smooth 4–dimensional Poincaré conjecture; while an arbitrary (nonzero)
winding number n satellite operator is injective on C1=n . We generalize their injectivity
result to the following rather striking result with regard to the homology norm:

Theorem 6.6 If P is a strong winding number ˙1 pattern then

P W .C; dH /! .C; dH /

preserves the pseudonorm dH and is quasisurjective (defined just below), so that if the
4D Poincaré conjecture is true then P is a quasisurjective isometric embedding of C .
Moreover,

P W .C�; d�H /! .C�; d�H /

is an isometric embedding for � D ex, top or 1=n and is quasisurjective.

This result, taken together with the recent result of A Levine [23] that some of these
operators are far from surjective, means that these operators and their iterates map the
concordance space isometrically onto proper subspaces. This establishes that .Cex; dH /

is a fractal metric space, as is .C; dH / if the 4D Poincaré conjecture is true.

What can be said using the very important slice genus norm? Recall:

Definition 1.2 If .X; d/ and .Y; d 0/ are metric spaces then a function f W X ! Y is
a quasi-isometry if there are constants A� 1, B � 0 and C � 0 such that

(1-1) 1

A
d.x; y/�B � d 0.f .x/; f .y//� A d.x; y/CB

and, for every z 2 Y , there exists some x 2X such that

(1-2) d 0.z; f .x//� C:

A function that satisfies the second condition is called quasisurjective. A function that
satisfies only the first condition is called a quasi-isometric embedding of X into Y .
Note the definitions make sense even if one has only pseudometrics.

Theorem 6.5 If P is a winding number ˙1 pattern then P W C!C is a quasi-isometry
with respect to the metric ds . In fact, P is a quasi-isometry for each of the metrics we
discuss on each C� .

By contrast, we show that any winding number zero operator is an approximate con-
traction. This follows from the much stronger:
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Proposition 6.11 Any winding number zero satellite operator on .C�; d�/ is a bounded
function, where .C�; d�/ is any of the metric spaces we define.

Certain of our results follow from the basic result that any winding number n satellite
operator is within a bounded distance of the .n; 1/–cable operator, which leads to:

Proposition 6.14 Suppose m¤˙n. Then no winding number m satellite operator is
within a bounded distance of any winding number n satellite operator.

There are many other norms on C that we will not consider. For example there is
the minimal number of crossing changes necessary to change a knot to a slice knot
(sometimes called the slicing number; see Livingston [25]). There is the smallest
3–genus among all knots in the concordance class of K (called the concordance genus
of K ); see Livingston [26]. The stable 4–genus is an interesting pseudonorm; see
Livingston [27]. In particular, the latter paper contains some significant calculations
and estimations of the slice genera for certain families of knots.
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2 Norms and metrics on groups

Definition 2.1 A metric on a set X is a function d W X �X ! R such that, for all
x; y; z 2X :

(M1) Positivity d.x; y/� 0, and d.x; y/D 0 if and only if x D y .

(M2) Triangle inequality d.x; z/� d.x; y/C d.y; z/.

(M3) Symmetry d.x; y/D d.y; x/.

A function that only satisfies the first part of (M1) is called a pseudometric.
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If the set X has a group structure then often metrics are induced from group norms.

Definition 2.2 A norm on a group G is a function k�kW G ! R such that, for all
x; y 2G :

(GN1) Positivity kxk � 0, and kxk D 0 if and only if x D e .

(GN2) Subadditivity kxyk � kxkCkyk.

(GN3) Symmetry kx�1k D kxk.

A function that satisfies only the first part of (GN1) is called a pseudonorm or a
seminorm.

Beware that, even for abelian groups G, we do not have the usual property (for normed
vector spaces): knxk D nkxk for n 2 Z. This is assumed only when n is a unit, as
in (GN3).

The following propositions are easy to verify and thus we omit the proofs.

Proposition 2.3 If k�k is a norm (respectively pseudonorm) on the group G then
d.x; y/ D kxy�1k is a metric (respectively pseudometric) on the underlying set G,
called the metric induced by the norm k�k. This metric is right-invariant, meaning
that d.xg; yg/D d.x; y/ for all g 2G.

Proposition 2.4 If the metric d is induced from a group norm k�k on G then

�d.x; y/� kxk�kyk � d.x; y/:

The reader may easily verify the following, which will not be used in the paper.

Proposition 2.5 A metric on the underlying set of a group G is induced from a group
norm on G if and only if it is right-invariant.

3 Norms and metrics on concordance classes of knots

In this section, we will define various pseudonorms on K , the monoid of ambient
isotopy classes of knots. These will induce norms (and metrics) on the four different
concordance groups, C , Cex , Ctop and C1=n . We will abuse notation and use K for
both the knot and its concordance class. We then discuss what is known about how
these pseudometrics compare. In particular, we establish that the slice genus norm and
the homology norm are quite different.
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3.1 The slice genus norm and the homology pseudonorm on C

Definition 3.1 The slice genus of K , denoted by kKks or gs.K/, is the minimum g

such that K is the boundary of a smoothly embedded compact oriented surface of
genus g in B4 .

The following is well known.

Proposition 3.2 k�ks is a norm on the group C and so ds.K; J / D kK � J ks is a
metric on the set C .

It is also easy to see that ds has an alternative definition:

Proposition 3.3 ds.K; J / is equal to the minimal genus of a compact oriented surface
properly embedded in S3�Œ0; 1�, whose boundary is the disjoint union of K ,!S3�f0g

and �J ,!�S3 � f1g.

Proof Suppose † is such a surface in S3 � Œ0; 1�. Choose an arc on † going from
K to J. Deleting a neighborhood of this arc leaves a 4–ball containing an embedded
surface †0 of the same genus, whose boundary is K#�J. Hence, ds.K; J /� genus(†).
This process is reversible, so the other inequality follows.

Next we define the so-called homology norm on C , which is only known to be a
pseudonorm.

Definition 3.4 kKkH , the homology norm of K , has two equivalent definitions:

(1) kKkH is the minimum of 1
2
.ˇ2.V /Cj�.V /j/, where V ranges over all smooth,

oriented, compact, simply connected 4–manifolds with @V D S3 in which K
is slice, that is, in which K bounds a smoothly embedded disk that represents 0
in H2.V; @V / (compare [31]).

(2) kKkH is the minimum of 1
2
.ˇ2.W /Cj�.W /j/, where W ranges over all smooth,

compact, oriented 4–manifolds W whose boundary is MK (zero-framed surgery
of S3 along K ), whose �1 is normally generated by the meridian of K , and
for which H1.MK/!H1.W / is an isomorphism.

We sketch the proof of the equivalence. Suppose that KD@� is slice in a 4–manifold V
satisfying the first part of Definition 3.4 with 1

2
.ˇ2.V /Cj�.V /j/D n. Let W be the

exterior in V of a tubular neighborhood of �. Then @W DMK and one can easily check
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that W has the properties of part two of Definition 3.4 and 1
2
.ˇ2.W /Cj�.W /j/D n.

For the other direction, one simply adds a 2–handle to W along the meridian of K to
arrive at a suitable V .

Remark It might seem more natural to the reader to minimize the quantity ˇ2.V /
and indeed this gives another pseudometric dH 0 . But the inequalities

1
2
ˇ2.V /�

1
2
.ˇ2.V /Cj�.V /j/� ˇ2.V /

show that these metrics are quite closely related. For example, it is easy to show that
the identity map is a quasi-isometry .C; dH /! .C; dH 0/, and that Theorem 6.6 holds
for dH 0 . Our choice has the property that it gives a better approximation to ds (see
Proposition 3.20 below).

Proposition 3.5 k�kH is a pseudonorm on the group C and so dH .K; J / D kK �
J kH is a pseudometric on C . If the 4–dimensional smooth Poincaré conjecture is true
then k�kH is a norm on C and dH .K; J / is a metric on C .

Proof First we establish (GN1). Clearly kKkH � 0, with equality if and only if K is
slice in a contractible manifold, which is, by the work of Freedman, a possibly exotic
4–ball. It follows that if the 4–dimensional Poincaré is true then K D 0 in C .

Next, suppose K and J are slice in 4–manifolds VK and VJ satisfying the first part of
Definition 3.4 with 1

2
.ˇ2.Vk/Cj�.VK/j/DkKkH and 1

2
.ˇ2.VJ /Cj�.VJ /j/DkJ kH .

Then K#J is slice in the boundary connected sum of VK and VJ . Hence, kK#J kH �
kKkH CkJ kH , establishing (GN2).

The homology norm of K is clearly the same as that of its mirror image (by reversing
the orientation of W ) and that of its reverse. Thus, (GN3) holds.

As for ds , the metric dH has an alternative definition, whose proof we leave to the
reader:

Proposition 3.6 dH .K; J / is equal to the minimum of 1
2
.ˇ2.Z/C j�.Z/j/, where

Z ranges over all smooth, oriented, compact, simply connected 4–manifolds with
@Z D S3t�S3 in which K and J are concordant, that is, in which K ,! S3� 0 and
�J ,!�S3 � 1 cobound a null-homologous smoothly embedded annulus.

We will need the following:
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Proposition 3.7 If the zero framed surgeries MJ and MK are homology cobordant
via a cobordism whose fundamental group is normally generated by either meridian,
then kKkH D kJ kH .

Proof Suppose C is the homology cobordism and WK is a manifold with boundary
MK which realizes the minimum 1

2
.ˇ2.WK/Cj�.WK/j/ as in the second version of

Definition 3.4. Then let WJ DWK[C. Then @.WJ /DMJ and H�.WK/ŠH�.WJ /,
so kJ kH � kKkH . The result follows by symmetry.

3.2 The exotic slice genus norm and the homology norm on Cex

We will discuss two norms on Cex , defined as above.

Definition 3.8 The exotic slice genus of K , denoted by kKkex
s or by gex.K/, is the

minimum n such that K is the boundary of a smoothly embedded, compact, oriented
surface of genus n in a smooth manifold that is homeomorphic to B4 .

If the 4–dimensional smooth Poincaré conjecture is true then k�kex
s D k�ks

Proposition 3.9 k�kex
s is a norm on the group Cex and so d ex

s .K; J /D kK �J k
ex
s is

a metric on the set Cex .

Proof Clearly kKkex
s � 0, with equality if and only if K is slice in a smooth 4–

manifold that is homeomorphic to B4 . This is equivalent to K D 0 in Cex . This
establishes (GN1).

Suppose K1 and K2 bound embedded surfaces F1 and F2 of genera n1 and n2 in
4–manifolds B1 and B2 , respectively, that are homeomorphic to B4 . Then K1 #K2
bounds in the boundary connected sum B1 \B2 , the boundary connected sum of F1
and F2 . The latter has genus n1Cn2 . This establishes (GN2).

Since the exotic slice genus of K is clearly the same as that of its mirror image and
that of its reverse, (GN3) holds.

The metric d ex
s has an alternative definition, whose verification is the same as that of

Proposition 3.3.

Proposition 3.10 d ex
s .K; J / is equal to the minimal genus of a compact oriented

surface properly embedded in a smooth 4–manifold homeomorphic to S3 � Œ0; 1�,
whose boundary is the disjoint union of K ,! S3 � f0g and �J ,! S3 � f1g.
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Proposition 3.11 The homology norm, as defined in Definition 3.4 induces a norm on
the group Cex and so dH .K; J /D kK �J kH induces a metric on Cex .

Proof First we establish (GN1). Clearly kKkH � 0, with equality if and only if K is
slice in a possibly exotic 4–ball, so K D 0 in Cex . Otherwise the proof is identical to
that of Proposition 3.5.

The metric dH has an alternative definition, whose proof we leave to the reader:

Proposition 3.12 dH .K; J / is equal to the minimum of 1
2
.ˇ2.Z/Cj�.Z/j/, where

Z ranges over all smooth, oriented, compact, simply connected 4–manifolds with
@Z D S3t�S3 in which K and J are concordant, that is, in which K ,! S3�0 and
�J ,! S3 � 1 cobound a null-homologous, smoothly embedded annulus.

3.3 The topological slice genus norm and the homology norm on Ctop

Just as in the smooth category, there are norms on Ctop given by the “slice genus” and
the “homology norm”. The proofs that these are indeed norms are straightforward.

Definition 3.13 kKktop
s , also denoted by gtop.K/, the topological slice genus of K , is

the minimum n such that K is the boundary of a compact oriented surface of genus n
topologically and flatly embedded in B4 . This induces the metric d top

s .

Definition 3.14 kKktop
H , the topological homology norm of K , has two equivalent

definitions:

(1) kKktop
H is the minimum of 1

2
.ˇ2.V /Cj�.V /j/, where V ranges over all oriented,

compact, simply connected topological 4–manifolds with @V D S3 in which K
is slice, that is, in which K bounds a topologically flatly embedded disk that
represents 0 in H2.V; @V /.

(2) kKktop
H is the minimum of 1

2
.ˇ2.W / C j�.W /j/, where W ranges over all

compact, oriented topological 4–manifolds W whose boundary is MK , whose
�1 is normally generated by the meridian of K , and for which H1.MK/!

H1.W / is an isomorphism.

This induces the metric d top
H .

By the same proof as in Proposition 3.7 we have:

Proposition 3.15 If the zero framed surgeries MJ and MK are topologically homol-
ogy cobordant via a cobordism whose fundamental group is normally generated by
either meridian, then kKktop

H D kJ k
top
H .
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3.4 The slice genus norm and the homology norm on C1=n

The reader may note that we could have defined another version of C1=n , in the
topological category, but we resist doing so. We will discuss two norms on C1=n . The
proofs that these are norms are straightforward.

Definition 3.16 The ZŒ1=n�–slice genus of K , denoted by kKk1=n or by g1=n.K/, is
a norm given by the minimum n such that K is the boundary of a smoothly embedded
compact oriented surface of genus n in a smooth manifold that is ZŒ1=n�–homology
equivalent to B4 . Let d1=ns denote the induced metric.

Definition 3.17 kKk1=nH , the ZŒ1=n�–homology norm of K , has two equivalent
definitions:

(1) The minimum of 1
2
.ˇ2.V /Cj�.V /j/, where V ranges over all smooth, oriented,

compact, 4–manifolds with H1.V IZŒ1=n�/D 0 and @V D S3 in which K is
slice, that is, in which K bounds a smoothly embedded disk that represents 0
in H2.V; @V /.

(2) The minimum of 1
2
.ˇ2.W / C j�.W /j/, where W ranges over all smooth,

compact, oriented 4–manifolds W whose boundary is MK and for which
H1.MK IZŒ1=n�/!H1.W IZŒ1=n�/ is an isomorphism.

Let d1=nH denote the induced metric.

By the same proof as in Proposition 3.7 we have:

Proposition 3.18 If the zero framed surgeries MJ and MK are smoothly ZŒ1=n�–
homology cobordant, then kKk1=nH D kJ k

1=n
H .

3.5 Comparison of metrics

The homology metric is not only different from ds and d ex
s , but is very different, as

quantified by the following result. Surprisingly, the elements of this proof have only
very recently come to light.

Proposition 3.19 Neither of the functions i W .C; ds/! .C; dH / and j W .Cex; d ex
s /!

.Cex; dH /, induced by the identity map, is a quasi-isometry.
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Proof It suffices to exhibit a family of knots fKi j i 2 ZCg on which both the slice
genus, gs , and the exotic slice genus, gex , are unbounded functions of i , but on which
the homology norm is a bounded function. For then there can be no constants A and B
satisfying

(3-1) 1

A
g�.Ki /�B �

1

A
d�s .Ki ; U /�B � dH .Ki ; U /� kKikH

for � D s or � D ex since the right-hand side is a bounded function of i whereas the
left-hand side is not.

Such a family of knots was exhibited in [29, Proposition 3.4] (building on [10]). There it
was shown that for a fixed satellite operator P (in fact the mirror image of the one shown
in Figure 5.1) and for T the right-handed trefoil knot, the family Ki DP i .T / for i � 0
has the property that the slice genus and the exotic slice genus of Ki are equal to iC1.
Therefore, both k�ks and k�kex

s are unbounded on this family. On the other hand, since
P is a strong winding number one operator with P.U / unknotted, by [9, Corollary 4.4],
for any knot J, the zero framed surgeries MJ and MP.J / are smoothly homology
cobordant via a cobordism whose fundamental group is normally generated by either
meridian. Thus, by Proposition 3.7, kJ kH D kP.J /kH for any knot J. In particular,
kT kH D kP.T /kH D kP.P.T //kH , et cetera. Thus, kKikH D kT kH for each i .

We now compare all of the metrics. Since each d� defined above has a well-defined
meaning for any pair of (isotopy classes of) knots, their values can be compared, even
though the functions d� only give metrics on the appropriate set of concordance classes.
Below, an inequality means for every pair of knots J and K , while a strict inequality
means that, in addition, there exist knots K and J for which the metrics differ.

Proposition 3.20 We have
d

top
H � dH < d ex

s � ds;

d
top
H � d

top
s < d ex

s ;

d
1=n
H < d1=ns � d ex

s ;

d
1=n
H � dH

Proof The first and third inequalities in the first row are obvious. For the second
inequality in the first row, it suffices to show that kKkH � kKkex

s for all K . Suppose
that kKkex

s D g , so that K is the boundary of a smoothly embedded, compact oriented
surface † of genus g in a smooth manifold B that is homeomorphic to B4 . Choose
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disjoint simple closed curves, f1; : : : ; gg, on † representing half of a symplectic
basis for H1 . There exist framings of the normal bundles of these circles whose first
vector field is tangent to †. Performing surgery on these circles using these framings
transforms B to V , in which † can be ambiently surgered to a disk. Hence, K is
smoothly slice in V . Since each i is null-homotopic, the collection f1; : : : ; gg
bounds a disjoint collection of smoothly embedded disks in B (by pushing intersections
off the boundary) [17, Section 1.5]. Hence, surgery on these circles alters the manifold
by a connected sum with either S2 � S2 or S2 z̋ S2 . In either case V is simply
connected, with ˇ2.V / D 2g and �.V / D 0. Thus, kKkH � kKkex

s . The second
inequality in the second row is obvious. For the first inequality in the second row,
repeat the argument above. The second inequality in the third row is obvious. For the
first inequality in the third row, repeat the argument above. The inequality in the fourth
row is obvious.

To see that dH can be strictly less than d ex
s , let T be the right-handed trefoil and

let P be the mirror image of the satellite operator in Figure 5.1. It was shown in [9,
Corollary 4.4] that the zero framed surgeries on T and P.T / are homology cobordant
via a cobordism whose fundamental group is normally generated by either merid-
ian. hence by Proposition 3.7, kP.T /kH D kT kH D 1. Thus, dH .P.T /; U / D 1.
But in [10, Section 3] it is shown that �.P.T // > �.T / D 1. This implies that
d ex
s .P.T /; U / � 2. To see that d top

s can be strictly less than d ex
s , consider the

Whitehead double of the right handed trefoil D.T /. It is well known that D.T /
is topologically slice but not exotic slice [11, Theorem 2.17]. This was first shown
by Selman Akbulut (unpublished). Note that the theorem in [11] states that D.T /
is not smoothly slice, however the same proof shows that the knot is not exotically
slice. To see that d1=nH < d

1=n
s , consider T and its .n; 1/–cable, as explained in [10,

Theorem 5.1].

Additionally, it is known that for n even, d1=ns <d ex
s , since the figure-eight knot is slice

in a Z
�
1
2

�
–homology ball [7, page 63; 12, Lemma 2.2] but is not even a topologically

slice knot since its Arf invariant is nontrivial. This same example shows that, for n
even, d1=nH < dH .

The others could be equalities! In particular, the question of whether or not d1=ns D ds

for n an odd prime is fascinating. It ought to be true that d top
H <d

top
s , but [10, Section 3]

was unable to show that T and P.T / are not topologically concordant. As mentioned
above, if the 4–dimensional smooth Poincare conjecture is true then ds D d ex

s .
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4 Existence of quasiflats

If .X; d/ is a metric space then a quasi-n–flat in X is a subspace of X that is quasi-
isometric to Rn , using the Euclidean metric on Rn . We will show that .C; ds/ has
quasi-n–flats for each n.

Theorem 4.1 For each n� 1 there are subspaces of .C; ds/ that are quasi-isometric
to Rn . The same holds for .C; dH /, .Cex; d ex

s /, .Cex; dH /, .Ctop; d
top
s / and .Ctop; d

top
H /.

Proof First consider the case of .C; ds/. It is well known (and easy to see) that
the inclusion of the integer lattice Zn ,! Rn with the taxicab (or `1 ) metric, dt ,
on Zn , is a quasi-isometry. Hence, it suffices to exhibit a quasi-isometric embedding
.Zn; dt / ,! .C; ds/. It is well known that C contains free abelian subgroups of arbitrarily
large rank. Specifically, suppose that K1; : : : ; Kn are linearly independent concordance
classes, each of slice genus one, that are detected by homomorphisms �j W C! Z for
1 � j � n, meaning that �j .Ki /D 2ıij . These homomorphisms show that the free
abelian group on fKig is a subgroup of C . Assume also that these �j give lower
bounds on the slice genus in the sense that

(4-1) gs.Ki /�
1
2
j�j .Ki /j:

Such classes Ki can easily be found by taking a certain family of (genus one) twist-knots
and considering certain Tristram signature functions as the �j (see [32, Theorem 2.27]).

We will show that the embedding .Zn; dt / ,! .C; ds/ given by the Ki is a quasi-
isometric embedding. Suppose that Ex; Ey 2 Zn, where Ex D .x1; : : : ; xn/ and Ey D
.y1; : : : ; yn/. It now suffices to show that

1

n
dt .Ex; Ey/� ds.Ex; Ey/� ndt .Ex; Ey/:

Using the definitions of the metrics, this is equivalent to

(4-2) 1

n

X
.jxi �yi j/� gs

�X
.xi �yi /Ki

�
� n

X
.jxi �yi j/:

By the subadditivity and symmetry of Definition 2.2,

gs

�X
.xi �yi /Ki

�
�

X
.jxi �yi j/gs.Ki /D

X
.jxi �yi j/� n

X
.jxi �yi j/;

which verifies the right-hand side of inequality (4-2). On the other hand, by (4-1), for
each j ,

gs

�X
.xi �yi /Ki

�
�
1

2

ˇ̌̌
�j

�X
.xi �yi /Ki

�ˇ̌̌
D jxj �yj j:
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Hence,

gs

�X
.xi �yi /Ki

�
�
1

n

X
jxi �yi j;

which confirms the left-hand side of inequality (4-2).

Thus, we have shown that .C; ds/ admits a quasi-n–flat. The same proof works
for the other cases since inequality (4-1) is known to hold for all these other norms
[31, Section 1].

There is an interesting connection between the induced metrics on Z subgroups of C
and the stable slice genus of knots, as defined by Livingston.

Definition 4.2 [27] The stable slice genus of K is

gst.K/� lim
n!C1

gs.nK/

n
:

Livingston showed that this induces pseudogroup norms on C and C modulo torsion,
and a vector space pseudonorm on C˝Q.

Proposition 4.3 The stable slice genus induces a group norm on C modulo torsion (or
a vector space norm on C˝Q) if and only if every infinite cyclic subgroup of .C; ds/
is a quasiflat.

Proof The stable slice genus induces a norm on C modulo torsion if and only if
gst.K/ > 0 for each class ŒK� of infinite order in C . First, suppose gst.K/ > 0. Then
there is some positive integer N such that, for all n�N,

gst.K/

2
�
gs.nK/

n
:

Let ADmaxfgs.K/; 2=gst.K/g and B DNgs.K/.

To prove that the infinite cyclic subgroup of .C; ds/ generated by K is a quasiflat, we
will show for all m; n 2 Z that

dt .m; n/

A
�B � ds.mK; nK/� Adt .m; n/CB:

Since gs.�K/D gs.K/, this is equivalent to showing for all n� 1 that

1

A
�
B

n
�
gs.nK/

n
� AC

B

n
:
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Let n be a positive integer. To prove the rightmost inequality, note that A � gs.K/,
B � 0 and gs.nK/� ngs.K/, hence

gs.nK/

n
� gs.K/� A� AC

B

n
:

To show the leftmost inequality, we break it into two cases. For the first case, suppose
n�N. Since A� 2=gst.K/, we have

1

A
�
B

n
�
1

A
�
gst.K/

2
�
gs.nK/

n
:

Now, for the second case, suppose 1� n < N. Then B=n� gs.K/. In addition, since
1
2
gst.K/ and 1

n
gs.nK/ are both bounded above by gs.K/, we have that

gst.K/

2
�
gs.nK/

n
�

ˇ̌̌̌
gst.K/

2
�
gs.nK/

n

ˇ̌̌̌
� gs.K/:

Thus,
1

A
�
B

n
�
gst.K/

2
�gs.K/�

gs.nK/

n
:

Hence, .Z; dt / ,! .C; ds/ given by n 7! nK is a quasi-isometric embedding.

On the other hand, if n 7! nK is a quasi-isometric embedding then, for some A� 1
and B � 0,

n

A
�B � gs.nK/;

so gst.K/� 1=A > 0.

5 Satellite operators and other natural operators

In this section we review some natural operators on C� given by taking the reverse,
taking the mirror image, the connected sum with a fixed class, satellite operators, and
multiplication by an integer with respect to the group structure.

Let ST � S1 �D2 , where both S1 and D2 have their usual orientations. We will
always think of ST as embedded in S3 in the standard unknotted fashion. Suppose
P � ST is an embedded oriented circle, called a pattern knot, that is geometrically
essential (even after isotopy, P has nontrivial intersection with a meridional 2–disk).
The geometric winding number of P , denoted by gw.P /, is the minimum number of
these intersection points over all patterns isotopic to P. The winding number of P
is the algebraic number of such intersections. We say that P has strong winding
number ˙1 if the meridian of the solid torus ST normally generates �1.S3 � zP /,
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�

P

Figure 5.1: A strong winding number one pattern P

where zP is the knot P � ST � S3 [9, Definition 1.1]. Note that if zP is unknotted
then winding number one is the same as strong winding number one. Suppose K is an
oriented knot in S3 given as the image of the embedding fK W S1! S3 . Then there is
an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism QfK W S

1 �D2!N.K/, where N.K/ is a
tubular neighborhood of K , such that QfK D f on S1�f0g and QfK takes the oriented
meridian � of ST to the oriented meridian of K , and takes a preferred longitude of ST,
S1 � f1g, to a preferred oriented longitude of K . The (oriented) knot type of the
image of P under QfK W ST! N.K/ ,! S3 is called the (untwisted) satellite of K
with pattern knot P [24, page 10]. In this paper this will be denoted by P.K/. Note
that zP D P.U /. In this paper, P will denote, depending on the context, either a knot
in the solid torus or the corresponding induced function on a set of equivalence classes
of knots in S3

P W K=�! K=�

given by K 7! P.K/. Such functions seem rarely to be additive with respect to
the monoidal structure on K given by connected sum. It is well known that satellite
functions descend to yield what we call satellite operators on K=� for various important
equivalence relations on knots. In particular, any such operator descends to P W C�!C�

on the various sets of “concordance classes of knots” as defined in Section 1. For a
fixed pattern knot P, we will use the same notation for each of these satellite operators.

Some examples are of particular importance.
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Definition 5.1 If J is a knot then the connected sum operator (corresponding to J ),
denoted by CJ W C�! C� , is the function given by CJ .K/D J #K .

Note that if P is a pattern whose geometric winding number is C1, then the operator
P W C�! C� is C zP . In particular, a connected sum operator is a satellite operator.

Definition 5.2 The reverse operator, denoted by r W C� ! C� , is the function that
sends each knot J to the class represented by rJ, the reverse of the knot.

The reverse operator is a satellite operator whose pattern knot is the core of ST, oriented
so that its winding number is �1.

Definition 5.3 If n is an integer then the (n,1)-cable operator, Cn;1W C�! C� , is the
satellite operator given by the pattern which is the .n; 1/–torus knot. When nD 0 it
is understood that Cn;1W C�! C� is the zero operator ZW C�! C� that sends every
class to the class of the unknot.

There are other natural operators on C� that are not necessarily satellite operators, but
which we will consider.

Definition 5.4 The mirror image operator is the function J 7! xJ, where xJ is the
mirror image.

Definition 5.5 The times m operator is the function J 7! mJ, where mJ denotes
the connected sum of jmj copies of J if m� 0 or jmj copies of �J if m< 0.

6 Metric aspects of operators

The simplest operators are bijective isometries. For example:

Proposition 6.1 Any connected sum operator P induces a bijective isometry P W C�!
C� with respect to any metric induced from a group norm. This is a quasi-isometry
with respect to AD 1, B D 0 and C D 0. The same holds for the “reverse” operator
J 7! rJ and the mirror image operator, J 7! xJ, as long as krJ k D kJ k (which holds
for all the norms we are discussing).

Proof Clearly any connected sum operator, P, has an inverse which is also a connected
sum operator. Thus, P is surjective. Then note

d.P.K/; P.J //D d.K # zP ; J # zP /D kK # zP #� zP #�J k D kK #�J k D d.K; J /:
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Thus, P is a (surjective) isometry and so P is a quasi-isometry with respect to AD 1,
B D 0 and C D 0.

A similar argument works in the other cases, after noting that k xJ kDkr.�J /kDk�J k,
by assumption, and k�J k D kJ k by definition of a group norm.

Lemma 6.2 Suppose d is a metric on a group G and suppose that f W G! G is a
quasi-isometry with respect to constants A, B and C in the notation of Definition 1.2.
If gW G! G is within a bounded distance D of f , then g is also a quasi-isometry,
with respect to constants A0 D A, B 0 D BC 2D and C 0 D C CD.

The proof of Lemma 6.2 is straightforward so we omit it here. The following key result
says that any satellite operator is within a bounded distance of a simpler operator.

Proposition 6.3 Any winding number n operator P W .C�; d�/! .C�; d�/ is within a
bounded distance of the .n; 1/–cable operator, with respect to any of the metrics we
have introduced.

Proof The operator P corresponds to a pattern knot P ,! ST. The operator Cn;1
corresponds to a different pattern knot P 0 ,!ST, both of which have winding number n.
Consider P ,! ST� f0g and P 0 ,! ST� f1g. Since these two oriented circles are
homologous in ST�Œ0; 1�, it is easily seen that they cobound a compact oriented surface
† in ST� Œ0; 1�. Let D be the genus of †. Note that D depends only on P. Then,
for any knot J whose tubular neighborhood is given by an embedding fJ W ST ,! S3 ,
consider the image of † under the map fJ � idW ST� Œ0; 1� ,!S3� Œ0; 1�. This surface
forms a smooth cobordism of genus D from P.J / to P 0.J /. By Proposition 3.3,
ds.P.J /; P

0.J // � D. Thus, by Proposition 3.20, for each of the metrics we have
defined, d�.P.J /; P 0.J //�D for each J.

With more attention, one can get an explicit bound for D involving only n and the
geometric winding number of P, namely D � k zP k�C 1

2
.gw.P /�jnj/C .jnj�1/.

Corollary 6.4 Any winding number 1 satellite operator P is within a bounded d�–
distance of the identity map. Any winding number �1 satellite operator P is within a
bounded d�–distance of the reverse operator.

6.1 Winding number one satellite operators

By Corollary 6.4, a general winding number C1 operator behaves roughly like a
connected sum operator. Consequently:
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Theorem 6.5 If P is a winding number ˙1 pattern then P W .C�; d�/! .C�; d�/ is
a quasi-isometry.

Proof By Corollary 6.4, such a P is within a bounded d�–distance of either the
identity or the reverse operator. By Proposition 6.1, both of the latter are bijective
isometries, hence quasi-isometries with A D 1, B D 0 and C D 0. Hence, by
Lemma 6.2, P is a quasi-isometry with respect to d� . In fact, using the last line of
the proof of Proposition 6.3, and applying Lemma 6.2 where f is an isometry, we see
that P is a quasi-isometry with respect to the constants AD 1, B D gw.P /� 1 and
C D 1

2
.gw.P /� 1/.

Using a slightly different approach, one can do slightly better and get BD 1
2
.gw.P /�1/.

Namely, as we will see in Figures 6.1 and 6.2 in the proof of Theorem 6.6, we have that

�P.K/ #P.J /D�P.K/ #P.K #�K #J /DR.�K #J /;

where R is a pattern with the same winding number, with gw.R/ � gw.P / and for
which zR is a slice knot. Then, by Corollary 6.4, R is within a distance 1

2
.gw.P /� 1/

of a surjective isometry. Hence,

d�.P.K/; P.J //� d�.�P.K/ #P.J /; U /D d�.R.�K #J /; U /

� k�K #J k�C 1
2
.gw.P /� 1/

D d�.K; J /C
1
2
.gw.P /� 1/:

Strong winding number one operators have an even better behavior with respect to the
homology norm.

Theorem 6.6 If P is a strong winding number ˙1 pattern then

P W .C; dH /! .C; dH /

preserves the pseudonorm dH and is quasisurjective, so that if the 4D Poincaré conjec-
ture is true then P is an isometric embedding of C that is quasisurjective. Moreover,
for � D ex, top or 1=n,

P W .C�; d�H /! .C�; d�H /

is an isometric embedding and is quasisurjective.

Proof By Theorem 6.5, P is a quasi-isometry and hence is quasisurjective.

Now we show that P preserves the norm (or pseudonorm). Since any isometry is an
injective function, our proof should be viewed as a generalization of [9, Theorem 5.1],
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where it was shown that any such operator P is injective in the cases � D ex, top
or 1=n, and injective on C if the 4D Poincaré conjecture holds. First we prove the
theorem in the very special case that zP D 0 in C� and J D 0D P.J /:

Lemma 6.7 If R is a strong winding number ˙1 pattern and zR D 0 in C� then
the satellite operator RW C� ! C� preserves the homology norm k�k�H , that is,
kR.K/k�H D kKk

�
H for each K .

Proof Since R has strong winding number ˙1, by [9, Corollary 4.4] and, in the
case � D 1=n, by [10, Theorem 2.1], the zero framed surgeries MR.K/ and MK

are smoothly (respectively topologically, smoothly ZŒ1=n�–) homology cobordant.
Moreover, except in the case �D 1=n, we may assume the cobordism has fundamental
group normally generated by each meridian. Thus, by Propositions 3.7, 3.15 and 3.18,
kR.K/k�H D kKk

�
H .

We sketch the proof of [9, Corollary 4.4] in the case � D ex for the convenience of
the reader. The other cases and the proof of [10, Theorem 2.1] are similar. There
is a standard cobordism E whose boundary is the disjoint union of �MR.K/ , MR

and MK (see for example [10, page 2198]). This is obtained by gluing M zR � Œ0; 1�
to MK � Œ0; 1� by identifying the surgery solid torus in MK � f1g with the solid
torus: ��D2 ,!M zR � f1g. Since zR D 0 in C� , it bounds a slice disk � in some
smooth homotopy 4–ball B . Use the manifold B�N.�/ to cap off the M zR boundary
component of E , yielding a cobordism V between MK and MR.K/ . This is the
required homology cobordism.

We return to the general situation in the proof of Theorem 6.6. Recall that, by definition,

d�H .P.J /; P.K//D k�P.K/ #P.J /k�H :

Now we mimic one of the key steps in the proof of [9, Theorem 5.1]. Since K #�K
is a slice knot in any category, J D K #�K # J in C� , so P.J /D P.K #�K # J /
in C� . This last knot is pictured on the right-hand side of Figure 6.1. Hence,

(6-1) d�H .P.J /; P.K//D k�P.K/ # .P.K #�K #J //k�H :

A picture of the connected sum of knots on the right-hand side of (6-1) is shown in
Figure 6.1. The particular form we have pictured for the �ŒP.K/� summand is not
important. This form will not be used. Let R be the pattern knot shown in Figure 6.2.
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P P

K

�K #J

K

Figure 6.1

In terms of this operator, (6-1) becomes

(6-2) d�H .P.J /; P.K//D kR.�K #J /k�H :

Furthermore, observe that zRD�P.K/ #P.K/ is a ribbon knot, hence a slice knot in
any category. Also note that the winding number of R is the same as that of P, which
is ˙1. In fact it was shown in the proof of [9, Theorem 5.1] that R has strong winding
number one since P does. We also observe that the geometric winding number of R
is at most that of P. Thus, by Lemma 6.7,

d�H .P.J /; P.K//D kR.�K #J /k�H D k�K #J k�H � d
�
H .J;K/:

Thus, we have shown that P is an isometry, hence injective. Thus, P is a bijection to
its image.

6.2 General nonzero winding number satellite operators

Theorem 6.8 If P is a winding number n pattern with n ¤ 0, then the satellite
operator

P W .C1=n; d1=nH /! .C1=n; d1=nH /

is an isometric embedding. Moreover, P is quasisurjective.

Proof The proof is almost identical to that of Theorem 6.6 above. Note that it was
already shown in [9, Theorem 5.1] that P is injective. To show that P preserves the
norm, we repeat the proof of Theorem 6.6, replacing Lemma 6.7 by the following.
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P P
�R

K

K

Figure 6.2: The operator RD�ŒP.K/� #P.K/

Lemma 6.9 If R is a pattern of nonzero winding number n and zRD 0 in C1=n , then
the satellite operator RW C1=n! C1=n preserves the homology norm k�k1=nH .

Proof By [10, Theorem 2.1], the zero framed surgeries MR.K/ and MK are smoothly
ZŒ1=n�–homology cobordant. Thus, by Proposition 3.18, kR.K/k1=nH D kKk

1=n
H .

6.3 Winding number zero satellite operators

We show that every winding number zero operator is a bounded function, hence is
approximately a constant map and thus is an approximate contraction. Not all winding
number zero operators are injective functions. It remains possible that some are injective,
or nearly so.

Definition 6.10 A function f W X!Z is an approximate contraction if there is some
constant D > 0 such that d.f .x/; f .y//� maxfD;d.x; y/g for all x; y 2X.

Any bounded function is within a bounded distance of a constant map and hence is
approximately a contraction, in that, as long as x and y are not too close to each other,
d.f .x/; f .y// < d.x; y/ . Thus, it follows from the nD 0 case of Proposition 6.3 that:

Proposition 6.11 Any winding number zero satellite operator on .C�; d�/ is a bounded
function, where .C�; d�/ is any of the metric spaces we have defined. Thus, any winding
number zero satellite operator is an approximate contraction.
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�k

�
K

�k

J
J

Figure 6.3: A family of nontrivial noninjective operators Rk (left) and Rk.K/ (right)

Proof By Proposition 6.3, such a P is within a bounded distance C of the constant
operator that sends every class to zP. Hence, d�.P.K/; P.J //� 2C.

We should not expect that every winding number zero operator is an injective function,
because the zero operator may be viewed as a (degenerate) satellite operator whose
pattern knot is an unknot which has zero geometric winding number. But it is easy
to find nondegenerate patterns that yield the zero operator by choosing a pattern of
nonzero geometric winding number which is concordant, inside the solid torus, to this
unknot. Such a pattern will be called a trivial pattern since it induces the zero operator.
There are various algebraic conditions on the pattern that ensure that an operator is
nontrivial (see [13, Definition 7.2]) and is indeed injective on very large subsets of C .

But even here the precise situation is unclear. For example, consider the family of wind-
ing number zero patterns Rk shown on the left-hand side of Figure 6.3. The solid torus is
the exterior of a neighborhood of the dashed circle �. This pattern has an obvious genus
one Seifert surface. The �k signifies the number of full twists between the two bands of
that surface (without twisting the two strands of a fixed band). A knot in a box indicates
that all strands passing through that box are tied into parallel copies of the indicated knot.
The value of this operator on a knot K is shown on the right-hand side of the figure.
Then Rk.U / is a slice knot since the core of the right-hand band has self-linking zero
and has the knot type of the unknot. Similarly, Rk. xJ / is a slice knot since the left-hand
band has zero self-linking and has the knot type of the ribbon knot J #�J. Hence, Rk

is not injective since both U and xJ are sent to 02 C . Since an arbitrary pattern that is a
genus one ribbon knot has two such “metabolizing curves”, this is the generic situation.
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Figure 6.4

But recent examples indicate that the situation is even more complicated. In [8], the
knot zR in Figure 6.4 was shown to be a slice knot for any knot J. If we let � be a
circle linking the right-hand band, the resulting operator, R , has winding number zero.
Then R.U /D zR is slice. But as above there are two metabolizing curves. The core of
the right-hand band of the Seifert surface for zR has self-linking zero and has the knot
type of J1 D J.2;1/ #�J so R.�J1/ is also slice. There is a circle that goes over each
band once that has self-linking zero which has a knot type, say J2 , so R.�J2/ is also
slice. Thus, there are at least three knots (provably distinct for most J ) that are sent
to 0 by the operator R .

Nonetheless there is a lot of evidence that some winding number zero operators are
injective, or are nearly so [13].

6.4 Comparison of satellite operators and other natural operators

Proposition 6.12 For m … f0; 1g the function fm given by multiplication by m on C
(respectively on Cex ) is not within a bounded distance of any satellite operator, where
the metric is ds (respectively d ex

s ). The function f0 (namely the zero operator) is
not within a bounded distance of any nonzero winding number satellite operator. The
identity (ie f1 ) is not within a bounded distance of any satellite operator whose winding
number is not ˙1.

Proof The proof will be by contradiction. Suppose that m … f0; 1g and that fm is
within D of the winding number n satellite operator P. By Proposition 6.3, P is
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within some bounded distance D0 of the cabling operator C.n;1/ . Let E DDCD0.
Consequently, for every knot J we would have that

d.mJ; J.n;1//�E;

or, equivalently,

k�mJ #J.n;1/k �E:

But both the slice genus and the exotic slice genus are bounded below by one half of
the absolute value of the classical knot signature. Hence, to reach a contradiction we
need only specify a J (given m, n and zP ) such that

j�.�mJ/C �.J.n;1//j> 2E:

We assume that m … f0; 1g. We can assure that

j�.J /j> 2E;

by choosing J to be the connected sum of a sufficiently large number of left-handed
trefoil knots. Note that for such a J the Levine–Tristram signature function takes on
only two values, namely 0 and �.J /. Thus, �.J.n;1// is either zero (if nD 0) or is
equal to the exp.�=jnj/–signature of J [20], so in any case is either zero or is equal
to �.J /. Hence, we have

j�.�mJ/C �.J.n;1//j � j.m� 1/jj�.J /j> 2E;

resulting in a contradiction.

Moreover, if mD 0, then, as long as n¤ 0, we can choose J such that j�.J.n;1//j is
very large and such that

j�.�mJ/C �.J.n;1//j D j�.J.n;1//j> 2E;

for a contradiction. For example, consider the twist knot Tk with k twists. The
Alexander polynomial of Tk is �kt2 C .2k C 1/t � k and hence, for k � 1, the
Alexander polynomial has exactly two roots on the unit circle, with real value 1�

ˇ̌
1
2k

ˇ̌
;

these knots also has nonzero signature. So, for k negative with jkj large, �..Tk/.n;1//
is nonzero. Hence, one can choose J to be the connected sum of a large number of
twist knots with k negative and jkj sufficiently large. It follows that the times zero
operator is not within a bounded distance of any satellite operator with nonzero winding
number.
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In the case that mD 1 we can find a twist knot T of signature 2 wherein the roots of
its Alexander polynomial have real part less than zero. Then �.T.n;1//D 0 if n¤˙1.
Then let J be the connected sum of a large number of such T , so that

j�.J /j> 2E:

and �.J.n;1//D 0. Hence, the times one operator (namely the identity) is not within a
bounded distance of any satellite operator whose winding number is not ˙1.

Corollary 6.13 Neither the mirror image operator nor the inverse operator on C
(respectively on Cex ) is within a bounded distance of any satellite operator, where the
metric is ds (respectively d ex

s ).

Proof The inverse operator is the case mD�1 of Proposition 6.12. Since the inverse
operator is the composition of the mirror image operator followed by the reverse
operator, and since the reverse operator is both an isometry and a satellite operator, if
the mirror image operator were within a bounded distance of a satellite operator then
the inverse operator would be within a bounded distance of a composition of satellite
operators, which is a satellite operator. This is a contradiction.

The second two statements of Proposition 6.12 can easily be generalized.

Proposition 6.14 Suppose m¤˙n. Then no winding number m satellite operator is
within a bounded distance of any winding number n satellite operator.

Proof As above, for a proof by contradiction, it suffices to show that, given E > 0,
we can find a knot J such that

k�J.m;1/ #J.n;1/k>E:

For this, as above it suffices to find ! 2 S1 such that

j�!.�J.m;1//C �!.J.n;1//j> 2E;

where �! is the value of the (normalized) Levine–Tristram signature function at ! .
This is true because both the slice genus and the exotic slice genus are bounded below
by one half of j�! j [31]. Let J be the connected sum of more than 2E copies of the
left-handed trefoil �T , and let ˛ 2 S1 be the root of the Alexander polynomial of the
trefoil with positive imaginary part. Then, for any ˇ 2 S1 (with positive imaginary
part) whose argument is greater than that of ˛ , we have �ˇ .�T /D 2, so �ˇ .J / > 2E ;
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whereas, for any ˇ 2 S1 (with positive imaginary part) whose argument is less than
that of ˛ , we have �ˇ .�T /D 0, so �ˇ .J /D 0.

Suppose jnj< jmj. Let rn and rm be the jnjth and jmjth roots of ˛ that have smallest
positive argument. Then arg.rn/ > arg.rm/. Let ! 2 S1 have argument between these
and be close to rm . Then

�!.J.n;1//D˙�!jnj.J /D 0

since the argument of !jnj is less than that of ˛ [20]. On the other hand,

j�!.J.m;1//j D j˙ �!jmj.J /j> 2E

since the argument of !jmj is slightly greater than that of ˛ . These choices lead to the
desired contradiction.

Remark With more work, the ˙ in Proposition 6.14 should be able to be replaced
by C. It has been shown, using Casson–Gordon invariants, that some knots are not
concordant to their reverses [22; 14, Theorem 5.5.2; 28]. It is also known that Casson–
Gordon invariants, in a certain sense, give lower bounds for the slice genus. Thus, it
may be possible to show, with some effort beyond what is in the literature, that the
reverse operator is not within a bounded distance of the identity. This would imply that
no winding number �1 satellite operator is within a bounded distance of any winding
number C1 satellite operator. For n > 1, to show that no winding number n satellite
operation is within a bounded distance of any winding number �n operation would
seem to require calculations (of, say, Casson–Gordon invariants) far beyond what is
currently in the literature. Nonetheless, there is little doubt, in the authors’ opinion, as
to its veracity.

7 Satellite operators as quasimorphisms

Theorem 7.1 Any satellite operator P W C! C is a quasihomomorphism with respect
to norm given by the slice genus, k�ks . Similarly, any satellite operator P W Cex! Cex

is a quasihomomorphism with respect to either d ex
s or dH .

Proof The following is well known:

Lemma 7.2 If f W G! .A; d/ is a quasihomomorphism and gW G! A is within a
bounded distance of f , then g is a quasihomomoprhism.
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Proof of Lemma 7.2 By subadditivity, kak�ka�bkCkbk. The lemma now follows
quickly from setting aD g.xy/�g.x/�g.y/ and b D f .xy/�f .x/�f .y/.

By Proposition 6.3, a satellite operator of winding number n is within a bounded
distance of the operator Cn;1 , so by Lemma 7.2, it suffices to show that latter is a
quasihomomorphism. This is done geometrically. By adding n carefully placed bands,
the .n; 1/–cable of the knot K # J can be transformed to the disjoint union of the
.n; 1/–cable of K with an n–component link consisting of parallel copies of J. By
adding n�1 more bands, the latter can be transformed to the .n; 1/–cable of J. Adding
one more band transforms the disjoint union to the connected sum. Hence, there is
a cobordism in S3 � Œ0; 1� from the .K # J /.n;1/ to K.n;1/ # J.n;1/ whose genus is
independent of K and J. Hence,

k.K #J /.n;1/�K.n;1/�J.n;1/ks � ds..K #J /.n;1/; K.n;1/ #J.n;1//

is bounded by a function of n alone. Thus, the .n; 1/–cable operator is a quasihomo-
morphism.

Proposition 7.3 Suppose that qW C ! R is a quasihomomorphism whose absolute
value gives a lower bound for a positive multiple of the slice genus, that is, there is
some C >0 such that, for all K , jq.K/j �Cgs.K/. Then, for any satellite operator P,
the composition q ıP W C!R is a quasihomomorphism.

Proof The proof follows that of [5, Corollary 1.C], where the slightly stronger as-
sumption was made that q is Lipschitz. Let E D P.K #J /�P.K/�P.J /. Since P
is a quasihomomorphism, kEks �DP . Then

jq.P.K#J //�q.P.K//�q.P.J //j D jq.P.K/CP.J /CE/�q.P.K//�q.P.J //j

� 2DqCjq.E/j

� 2DqCCkEks

� 2DqCCDP :
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